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Abstract. We prove an O(n 4/3) lower bound on the number of ^ -gates in any monotone network 
computing the n th degree convolution. 
1. Introduction 
Proving lower bounds on the network complexity of Boolean functions seems 
to be one of the most challenging problems in complexity theory. Although, in 1949, 
Shannon [15] proved by a counting argument that most Boolean functions f :  {0, 1}n _. 
{0, 1} need exponentially many operations from the set { ^ , v, -} of basic operations, 
the best known lower bound for an explicit function is 3n [14]. For a set F = 
(fl, • • •, fn) : {0, 1}n ~ {0, 1 )n of Boolean functions no better lower bound is known. 
Most of the monotone functions f :  {0, 1}~-> {0, 1} also need exponentially many 
operations from the set {^, v) of basic operations [3]. But the best lower bound 
known for an explicit monotone function is also 3n [1]. For a set F= 
( f l , - . .  ,f,~):{0, 1}~{0,  1} n of monotone functions, nonlinear lower bounds are 
known [4, 5, 7-12, 16, 17-19]. 
We prove an O(n 4/3) lower bound for the rl th degree convolution. The lower 
bound known so far is O(n log n) [12, 4]. Known lower bounds of better size are 
/2(n 15) for Boolean matr ix multiplication [10, 8], O(n2/log n) for a generaliz- 
ation of Boolean matrix product [19], and 12(n ls) and O(n  5/3) respectively for 
Boolean sums [9], [7, 11]. But these sets of functions have disjunctive properties 
that the n th degree convolution does not have. Boolean matrix multiplication is a 
set of disjoint bilinear forms [4], the generalization of Wegener is a set of disjoint 
multilinear forms [19], and the Boolean sums are (1, 1)-disjoint and (2, 2)-disjoint 
respectively [7]. The n th degree convolution C,, is a set of semi-disjoint bilinear 
forms [4]. The sets of variables upon which two functions f l ,  f2 ~ C, depend can be 
almost equal which is not the case for the sets of functions mentioned above. 
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Recently, Weiss [20] proved an O(n 3/2) lower bound for the number of v-gates 
for the n th degree convolution. But he uses proof techniques different from the 
present author which cannot be applied to the A-gates. With respect o the derivation 
of techniques for proving lower bounds for other Boolean functions (e.g., for a 
single output monotone function) the author believes that the proof in this paper 
continues to be interesting. 
2. Definitions, notations and outline of the proof 
Let K = {0, I}, F ,  = {f[ f :  K"  --> K, f monotone}. Let xi : K"  --> K be the i th com- 
ponent (i th variable) and V = {x~[ i c No}. A function m: K" --> K which is the product 
of some variables is called a monome: 
m(Xo,. . . ,x, ,_ l)= A xij ,  where{ i l , . . . , i t}~{O, . . . ,n -1}andt1>O.  
l~ j~t  
The empty product is the constant function 1. M is the set of all monomes. 
For f, g e F.  we define: f~< g :¢:>fA g =f, and then we call f a subfunction of g. 
IM( f )  = {t~ MIt<- f}  is the set of implicants of the function f. 
An implicant t ~ IM( f )  is a prime implicant o f f  if 
V t 'e  IM( f ) : [ t~  < t' <~f~t  = t']. 
P IM( f )  _ IM( f )  is the set of all prime implicants o f f  
A monotone network is a directed, acyclic graph such that 
(1) each node has indegree 0 or 2, 
(2) the nodes u with indegree 0 are inputs and are labelled with op(u)e  Vw K. 
(3) each non-input u is labelled by an op(u) e g2 = {A, V}. 
A node with outdegree 0 is an output node. 
For a node u in/3, let suc(u)= {vlu--> v is an edge in/3} and pred(u)= {v]v-> u 
is an edge in/3} be the sets of direct successors and direct predecessors, respectively. 
With each node u we associate a function reso,,, : K"  ~ K (n is the number of inputs 
of/3): 
reSa, u 
fop(u)  
=lresa, oop(u) res~,~ 
if u is an input, 
otherwise where 
v, w are the direct predecessors of u. 
The functions rest,,, with u e fl are computed by/3. C(^,v)(G), G c F., is the monotone 
complexity of (3, i.e., the minimal number of gates in a monotone network which 
computes (3. C~,v~(G) is the minimal number of ^-gates in any monotone network 
computing (3. Let/3 be a monotone network; then L^(/3) denotes the number of 
A-gates in /3. 
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Let A = {ao,. •. ,  a,_,}, B = {bo,. . . ,  b,_,} be two sets of n variables. Then we define 
Cn = (Co, c l , . . . ,  c2n-2) : K 2" ~ K 2n- l ,  
where c. = V a.b,~, K•{0, . . . ,2n -2} .  
vWI.t~K 
C, is called n th degree convolution. 
We prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let 0 < q < ½n. Then 
C~^,v}(C.)>~ [ min{(n2/q_n), q2}j 
Corollary 
C[ ' , , , v}(C , , )  ~ > [-~(n'*/3-n)J. 
Proof. Set q = n 2/3. [] 
Note that this is about the best lower bound which we can derive with 
Theorem 1. 
The proof of the lower bound consists of two parts. We start with an optimal 
monotone network fl0 computing (7,. First we transform the network into a normal 
form network fl,, which computes a number of subfunctions of (7,. Normal form 
programs have been very useful in algebraic omplexity, e.g., bilinear programs for 
bilinear forms (cf. [2]), but have not previously been used in Boolean complexity. 
As in algebraic omplexity, we split every program variable (= wire of the boolean 
network = output of a gate) into several parts. We do this in such a manner, that 
after the transformation, the following normal form property holds. On every path 
P leading from a node e with op(e) = b, • B to an output node there exists a node 
w such that: 
(a) the direct successor of w on the path P is an A-gate or the output node, 
(b) 3b, • B, bs # br and ]As c_ A, [As[ t> 2q such that bs ^  (Va:A, aj) <<- resa,.~ 
The normal form transformation enlarges the number of A-gates at most by the 
constant factor 4. During the transformation, we count some A-gates of flo. 
After the termination of the normal form transformation, we have counted 
[½(n2/q - n)J A-gates in flo and we are done or at least nq products aibj are computed 
an the output gates in fl, which compute the subfunction Ei+~ of ci+~. Hence there 
~xists an a~ such that at least q products a~bl are computed at those output gates. 
Now we first set a~ to 1 and then we set successively all q bfs to 1. We prove that 
ffter every fixing of a bt at least ½q A-gates are eliminated and that in total at least 
[½qEj A-gates are eliminated. 
Why is this? Consider the computation graph which computes the product aibi 
it the output node for E~+t. On every path P from the node e with op(e) = b~ to the 
3utput node u computing c~+l consider the node w of the normal form property. 
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Assume there are less than ½q A-gates and hence less than q pairwise distinct such 
nodes w in the computation graph. Let m be the number of these nodes. Then from 
the normal form property we can conclude that 
and 
:::lbs,,..., b~,,, E B, b~j ~ b~, 1 <~ j <~ m 
: IA1 , . . . ,A , , ,  =_A, IAj[>~2q, l<~j<~m 
such that 
j= l  
^(o A a))ores  
By the definition of the n th degree convolution we know that for all b~ ~ B there 
exists at most one a, ~ A with a,b~ <~ ci+t. 
Hence, for 1 <~j <~ m, it holds that 
m 
3a~ ~ Aj such that a~ A bs, ~ c,+~ 
i=1  
and hence 
m m 
a, A a; A bsj ~ ci+l 
j= l  i= l  
but, by construction, 
m m 
ai A a~ A bs i <~ rest,,,,. 
j~ l  j= l  
But this cannot happen since ci+~ = resal,,, is a subfunction of ci+~. Hence at least ½q 
^-gates exist in the computation graph. By setting ai and bt to 1, all these A-gates 
are eliminated. 
3. The proof of the lower bound 
During the construction of/31 we often use the following theorem, proved in 
[6, 8]. 
Theorem 2. Let/3 be any monotone network for computing the set o f  functions G. Let 
v be a node in fl and let PIM(resa, o)= {to, . . . ,  tk}. I f  there is no monome t and no 
f ~ G with tot ~ P IM( f ) ,  then the network/3' obtained by replacing node v by a node 
v' with resa, v, = tl v t2 v .  • • v tk also computes G. 
Construction of ill- Let/30 be a monotone network computing (7, with L^(/3o)= 
Ct~,vt(C,). Let 0< q<½n. 
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We construct/31 successively, beginning at the entries of/30, i.e., in each construction 
step we take a node u in/30 the direct predecessors of which were constructed in 
8~ before. We represent the node u by the output nodes u' and u" of a small network 
8,. The input nodes of 8,, are the output nodes of 8v and 8w where v and w are the 
direct predecessors of u. 
In the following, for 0 <~ k <~ 2n - 2 we denote the node in/30 which computes the 
['unction ck by c~ and the two nodes in/3t which represent Ck by c~ and c[. 
An A-gate g with pred(g)={v,  w} is called a (*)-type-gate if op(v )~B and 
:es~,w =W ~j~A, a~, O # A' c_ A. 
The network/3~ is constructed such that the following holds: 
(i) rest, , ,  v rest,,,,,, ~< res~o,,. 
(ii) If 3b~ ~ B, A, ~ A maximal, A, ~ 0 such that b~(V,,j~a, aj)<- resz,,,,, then 
t> 2q. 
(iii) On every path P leading from a node e with op(e) = b~ ~ B to an ^-gate g 
~,hich is not a (.)-type-gate or to the node u" there exists a node w with 
3bs E B, bs # br and :IA, ~ A, [A~[ I> 2q 
suc  t a, s ( o,)--<res, aj 
Remark. Property (i) means that the output nodes of 8, compute only subfunctions 
~f reS~o,u. 
Property (iii) ensures that, after the construction of/31, the normal form property 
ntroduced above holds. 
Now we construct 8u. 
Case 1: u is an input 
u' with op(u') 
u" with op(u") 
u' with op(u') 
u" with op(u") 
of/30. Then 8,, consists of the nodes 
=0 p(u)  i fop(u) ~ B, 
=0 i fop(u)~ A. 
= op(u) 
l) t . ~  Wt and v" ~ w" 
:or this construction, we need no ^-gate. Since properties (i), (ii), and (iii) hold 
'or 8~ and 8~, these properties also hold for 8.. 
21early, conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) hold after this construction. 
Case 2: u is an v-gate with pred(u)= {v, w}. Then 8, is constructed by 
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Case 3: u is an A-gate with pred(u)= {v, w}. In our construction we may have 
to compute v'w', v'w", v"w', and v"w". 
Step 1. Realization of the product v"w". Construct 
U" ~ W" 
For the realization of the other three products we have to take care that properties 
(ii) and (iii) are not destroyed after the construction. 
Hence, for v' (and w' respectively) we distinguish two cases according to whether 
the following property is fulfilled or not. 
We say for a node g ~ {v', w'} that g is bipotent if: 
:lbs ~ B, Asc_ A and ::ib~e B, b~ ~ b~,A~c_A 
such that bs.n(ajyAaJ)vbrA(ajyAaJ)<~res~,,g. 
Remark. Since property (ii) holds for 8~ and ~,  [As[  2q and ]Arl  2q. If a node 
g is not bipotent, then either res~,g  = 0 or  res~l ,g  = b, a VajeA, at for b, ~ B and As ___ A. 
Step 2. Realization of v'w': 
(a) v' and w' are bipotent. Construct 
W t 
(b) At least one of v' and w' is not bipotent. Hence there exists at most 
one bs ~ B, such that 
If no such bs ~ B, As _c A exist, then by the structure of Cn and Theorem 2 we can 
replace v'w' by 0 without changing the functions which are computed and we need 
not realize the product v'w'. 
Let bs ~ B, As ~ A maximal such that 
 )- ros0 vw aj s 
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We distinguish two cases: 
Case (a). IAsl >I 2q; then construct: 
where a is a network which computes V,,j~A, ai using only ([As[- 1) v-gates. 
Case (b) [A, t < 2q; then do not realize the product v'w'. By the structure of Cn, 
we destroy the computation of less than 2q prime implicants. 
Since the realization of v'w" and v"w', respectively, looks much like the realization 
of the product v'w', we describe the construction only briefly. 
Step 3. Realization of v'w". Construct: 
v' C" )  ( ' -~  w" if v' is bipotent, 
nothing 
where a is a 
network which 
computes 
Vaj~As aj 
if v' is not bipotent and :l bs ~ B, 
As c_ A maximal with [As[ I> 2q such 
that bs ^  (Vaj,EAs aj) ~< resa,.,,,w., 
otherwise. 
Step 4. Realization of v"w'. Analogous to that for v'w". Prodfice result in u~ or u~. 
If in the construction above u~, j e {1, 2, 3}, (u~', j e {1, 2, 3, 4}, respectively) do 
not exist, then construct u~ with op(u~)= 0 (u~' with op(u~')= 0, respectively). 
Relization of u' and u": 
?t 
- '=  V u"= V uj. 
j ~ { 1.2,3} j~  { 1.2,3.4} 
Observe that for the construction of 8,, we need at most four A-gates. Since properties 
(i)-(iii) are fulfilled for 8v and 8~, it follows directly by the construction that these 
properties are fulfilled for 8,,. 
If we destroy the computation of some prime implicants of C., then, by construc- 
tion, for the number N of these prime implicants we have 
N< t.2q, 
where (4 -  t) ^-gates are used for the realization of the four products v'w', v'w", 
l)nW p, and  unw n. 
The following lemma characterizes the network/31. 
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Lemma 1. In/31 the following properties are fulfilled: 
(I) For all nodes u ~ /30 and the output nodes u', u" of S~ the following holds: 
(a) resz,,u, v res~,.u,,~ reS~o.u. 
(b) I f  3bs ~ B, As c_ A maximal As ~ 0 such that bs A (V ~j~,% aj) <~ resa,,~,, then 
IA~l ~> 2q. 
(2) For 0<~ k<~2n-2  the output node c'k of ~ k computes O. 
(3) On every path Pleading from a node e with op(e) = br e B to an A-gate g-which 
is not a (*)-type-gate or to c~, k~ {0, . . . ,  2n -2} ,  there exists a node w such that 
3b~ ~ B, b~ ~ b~ and 3A~ c_ A, IA~l >~ 2q 
~ A (4) O~ L^(/3~)--~4C f^,~I( C , , ) -m where at most m.2q prime implicants of  Cn have 
been destroyed. 
(Note that property (3) is more restrictive than the normal form property defined 
in the outline of the proof.) 
Proof. From the construction of/3~, assertions (1) and (3) follow directly. Assertion 
(2) follows from (1)(b) and the structure of Ck, 0 <~ k <~ 2n -2 .  Assertion (4) is clear 
by the construction of fl~, and the observation above. [] 
If, in (4), m ~½(n2/q  - n), then the lower bound is proved. Otherwise, at least nq 
prime implicants of C, remain and so 
3a, ~ A, 3/~ c B with I/~1-- q 
such that aibt ~ resm.c,~÷,. Vb, ~/~. 
Let /~ ={b~,, bz2,..., bzq}. In the following we first set ai to 1 and eliminate all 
superfluous gates. Note that fixing as to 1 does not destroy the normal form property 
since, if ai ~ As, the set As grows into the whole set A after fixing a~ to 1. 
Then successively we set each b~j ~/~ to I and also eliminate all superfluous gates. 
Since fixing an input variable to 1 does not affect the property that one function 
implies another function, during this process the normal form property is not 
destroyed. 
Now we prove that in each step in which we set a btj s/~ to 1 at least ½q ^ -gates 
are eliminated. Hence after the termination of this process we have eliminated at 
least ½q2 A-gates and the theorem is proved. 
Assume, we have the monotone network/32 constructed from /31 by setting ai, 
b4 , . . . ,  bt,_,, 1<~ r<q,  to 1. 
Claim. After setting bz, to 1 at least ½q more A-gates can be eliminated. 
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Proof of the Claim. Since a~bt,.., bt,_, ~ rest~,.c'~., 
holds: 
(i) 
(ii) 
Let e 
(i) 
(ii) 
and a~b~ <~ rest,,,,;., the following 
res~2.,,~+~ # 1, 
bl, <~ res/32,c','.+t/ 
be the node in/32 with op(e) = btr. We consider all paths P1 , . . . ,  Ps with: 
start node e and end node c~"+t,, 
bz~ ~< res~3~.~ for all nodes v on P~, l~ j  ~< s. 
Since b~, <~ res~2.c;÷,r, at least one such path exists. From the normal form property 
we know for every path Pj, 1 <~j<~ s, the following: 
On P~ there exists a node w such that: 
3b,j e B, b,j # b, r, 3A)c_ a with Imjl 2q 
suchthatb ' jA(  ,y~aP) <~res~2,w" 
It is clear that fixing bt. at 1 eliminates all ^ -gates on the paths P l , . . . ,  Ps. 
If, on the paths PI,.  • •, P~, ½q ^ -gates exist, we are done. Assume that on P~, . . . ,  Ps 
less than ½q A-gates exist. 
We consider the first A-gates on the paths P i , . . . ,  Ps. Because of property (ii) of 
the paths P~, . . . ,  Ps all A-gates on P~, . . . ,  Ps are not (*)-type-gates. From the normal 
form property we know: For every path leading from node e to the first A-gate g 
on a path P~, 1 <~j ~< s (to c~ if no A-gate on Pj exists), there exists a node w such that 
3b, ~ B, bt # b,,, 3A~ ~ a with lAjI>~ 2q 
such that 
and g ~ suc(w) (c~ ~ suc(w), respectively). 
It is clear that 
j= l  a 
and if no A-gate on Pj exists, then 
Assume VPj, 1 <~j ~ s, an A-gate exists on P~. (If there exists a Pj with no A-gate on 
Pj, then the same proof with s = 1 works.) Since less than ½q A-gates exist on 
P~,. . . ,  P~, less than q of the b,~, 1 ~ j  ~ s, can be pail'wise distinct: 
Let B '= {b,,, . . . ,  bt,, bt,, . . . ,  bt,_,}. Note that bt,~ B'. Then we have 
bjeB'  j=!  a 
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Since Vbj ~ B' there exists at most one ad ~ A with adb j ~ Ci+l, " (namely d = ( i+ lr) - - j  
if (i + l,) --j ~> 0) and since IB'I < 2q and IAjl ~ 2q, vj ~ ( l , . . . ,  x) the following holds: 
3% ~ Aj such that aej /k b~ ~ c~+t, 
bj~a' 
and hence 
s 
a, A bj A a,,j c,+z. 
bj~B' j~l  
But, by construction, 
ai /~ bj /~ apt ~< rest31.c,;÷, 
bj~B' j--l 
and by Lemma 1, property (1)(a), rest,c,:+,, is a subfunction of Ci÷lr, a contradiction. 
Hence on P t , . . . ,  P~ at least ½q ^-gates exist. Hence the claim and therefore 
Theorem 1 is proved. [] 
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